Microbial identification using Axiom® Microbiome Array versus 16S rRNA gene sequencing technology

Abstract
Over the past decade, massively parallel high-throughput, short-read 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene sequencing has replaced traditional long-read Sanger sequencing for the identification of bacteria within a community.¹ The transition to this next-generation, targeted amplicon approach has provided a more efficient and cost-effective method to analyze microbial samples; however, it has come at the expense of taxonomic resolution and is limited to detection of bacteria through the use of conserved 16S rRNA gene primers, which do not share homology with other members of microbial populations such as fungi, viruses, and protists. While alternative approaches, such as whole-genome metagenomic sequencing, are also being used to profile microbial communities, these methods can require deep read depths to accurately infer taxonomic origins and can be cost-prohibitive on a per sample basis. Here we present a novel method of microbial analysis based on the Axiom® genotyping platform from Affymetrix, that enables detection of all organisms in a sample including bacteria, virus, protozoa, fungi, and archaea down to species- and often strain-level resolution within a single reaction. We show that Axiom Microbiome Array provides increased accuracy and resolution while leveraging a streamlined protocol with simple analysis software.

Results
Axiom Microbiome Array was designed to interrogate microbial entities from all kingdoms or domains of life. Axiom Microbiome Array leverages Axiom® 2.0 assay biochemistry, which includes an isothermal whole-genome amplification (WGA) step. DNA extracted from microbes can be used as the direct input for the initial step of the workflow. To access the subset of viral genomes comprised of RNA, extracted RNA can be reverse transcribed, and the resulting cDNA can be used as a template for the Axiom® assay workflow. Axiom Microbiome Array data is analyzed through a software interface called Axiom™ Microbial Detection Analysis Software (MiDAS). This software utilizes the Composite Likelihood Maximization (CLiMax) algorithm developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.²⁻³ Axiom MiDAS converts probe-level hybridization intensities to a two-state model (on/off) by thresholding the probe intensities at the 99th percentile of background anti-genomic, non-targeting probes also present on the array. This algorithm then uses this information to build a predictive model of the sample that best explains the probe-level data. This iterative ‘greedy’ process adds targets to the description of the sample and culminates in a list of detected organisms. The initial list of detected targets is further refined by implementing an empirically determined filtering parameter based on the ratio of the conditional log likelihood divided by the initial log likelihood. A threshold value of 0.2 for this quotient is recommended in order to remove targets with minimal contribution to the predictive model. Axiom MiDAS generated results in the studies described below all use this final threshold value.

The WGA step does not specifically target microbial DNA, in contrast to the bacterial or fungal specificity of 16S or 18S rRNA PCR-based approaches, respectively. Thus, host genomic DNA (gDNA) present in a sample will be amplified along with microbial DNA since there is no microbial-specific enrichment per se. To assess the limit of detection (LOD) of Axiom Microbiome Array, three bacterial genomes were selected to be used as input for Axiom 2.0 assay target preparation at input doses ranging from 1 to 1 million genome equivalents (Figure 1). Bacterial genomes were selected to represent distinct families and span a range of both genome size and GC content (Bacillus cereus: 5.4 Mb, 35% GC; Thermotoga maritima: 1.9 Mb, 46% GC; Burkholderia thailandensis: 6.7 Mb, 67% GC) to control for any potential effect these factors may have on the Axiom 2.0 assay biochemistry. The sensitivity of the assay was assessed across a range of background human gDNA concentrations as microbial detection applications can include the enumeration of organisms derived from different body sites which can have a wide range of host background DNA.⁴
**Figure 1: Limit of Detection (LOD) on Axiom® Microbiome Array.** For each of the indicated bacterial genomic DNA (gDNA), 1 to 1 million copies were used as input into Axiom® 2.0 assay target preparation, either in the presence or absence of the indicated amounts of HapMap human gDNA (NA18501). “+” indicates input bacterial gDNA was detected using Axiom™ MiDAS. “−” indicates input bacterial gDNA was not detected using Axiom MiDAS.

The microbial gDNA for these LOD experiments was procured from ATCC. Lyophilized DNA was resuspended in low-EDTA TE buffer (10 mM Tris Ultrapure, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and concentrations were determined using Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). To calculate the mass necessary for each genome equivalent, the mass of chromosomal DNA was added to the weight of one plasmid copy. The human gDNA sample used as background was HapMap NA18501 (Coriell Institute for Medical Research).

The results indicate that Axiom Microbiome Array was able to identify both the correct species and strain of interest when 10,000 genomic equivalents (~20–70 pg DNA depending on the strain tested) were present along with the highest (100 ng) amount of background human DNA in the sample (Figure 1), equating to the detection of an organism present at less than 0.1% of the starting material (<100 pg/100 ng). When 1,000 (~2–7 pg DNA depending on the strain tested) bacterial genome copies were spiked into 10 ng or less of NA18501 background DNA, the correct species for all genomes were identified. When 100 genome copies were in the background of either 1 ng or no human DNA, a prediction of a target within the same genus for *Thermotoga maritima* (Thermotoga sp. RQ2) and the pBClin15 plasmid was made, consistent with the *Bacillus cereus* strain tested. The most likely explanation for the lack of identification of the chromosomal target for *Bacillus cereus* is that plasmids can exist in multi-copy numbers for some genomes of interest such that the plasmid copy number may be higher than the indicated 100 genome copies.

Following LOD studies, Axiom Microbiome Array was challenged with defined samples of increasing biological complexity, and results were compared to the output from an alternative technology often used for bacterial community profiling, namely 16S rRNA gene sequencing. While the description of complex biological-derived communities from *bona fide* diverse sample types, such as gut and oral cavities, is of intense interest, we first sought to benchmark the comparative performance of Axiom Microbiome Array to 16S sequencing by analyzing artificial, mock-defined samples, where *a priori* knowledge of ground-level truth is known, in the presence of NA18501 background DNA.
16S rRNA gene sequencing is a powerful technique that has provided the foundation for the understanding of many aspects of microbial communities such as taxonomic structure and functional characteristics. The ubiquitous use of this technique and its variations along with the concomitant wealth of data generated underscore its importance and usefulness in many microbiome applications. Briefly, this technique utilizes the conserved nature of the 16S rRNA gene (rrnA), which is composed of both conserved and variable regions. PCR amplification using primers targeted towards the conserved regions generates amplicons spanning hypervariable regions, enabling discrimination of bacteria in a complex mixture after sequence alignment algorithms are used. Despite the power of this technique, one key limitation of 16S rRNA gene sequencing is the inability to describe all viral, protozoan, and fungal components of a sample of interest in a single assay unlike Axiom Microbiome Solution.

As a test case we chose to interrogate sample HM-276D (Microbial Mock Community B (Even, High Concentration), v5.1H, for Whole Genome Shotgun Sequencing; BEI Resources), which has been used in previous studies to assess 16S rRNA and whole-genome shotgun sequencing technologies.\(^5,6\) HM-276D is a mixture of gDNA from 20 bacterial strains containing equimolar rRNA operon counts. For this sample, 16S rRNA sequencing was done using 16S MetaVX™ Mammalian Sequencing of V3 and V4 hypervariable regions carried out at GeneWiz® Services (2 x 250 bp sequencing on Illumina® MiSeq® System).\(^7,8\) This sample yielded 1.3 million reads for data analysis. Data processing and taxonomic assignments were performed using the Illumina 16S Metagenomics BaseSpace App. In the absence of any PCR bias, 16S rRNA sequence reads should be evenly distributed among the community members since known variability in 16S gene copy number between different species has been normalized.\(^9\)

HM-276D was tested in duplicate on Axiom Microbiome Array using 100 ng input and analyzed with Axiom MiDAS. The results were compared to 16S sequencing results (Figure 2). Family-level read assignments show that all families in the sample were represented; however, deviations from the expected counts were observed. All families except Streptococcaceae and Staphylococcaceae should comprise 5% of the total reads. Streptococcaceae should be represented by 15%, as it has three species in the sample, and Staphylococcaceae should be represented by 10%, with two species present. The relative abundance at the family-level assignment deviated more than 10-fold for only one interrogated family (Listeriaceae at 0.4%).

**Figure 2:** Comparison of Axiom® Microbiome Array results to 16S rRNA sequencing read assignments for HM-276D. A complex sample of twenty bacterial species normalized to 16S rRNA copy number was interrogated by both Axiom Microbiome Array and 16S rRNA sequencing (MetaVX™ Mammalian, V3-V4; GeneWiz® Services). Results were compared with respect to the most discrete taxonomic discrimination that could be assigned.
While 16S rRNA sequencing data is more commonly mined at higher taxonomic levels, such as family-level calls, in order to profile within and between community diversity and assess general microbial community trends, we investigated the ability to make species-level determinations and compared the results to those from Axiom MiDAS. If both a chromosomal- and plasmid-level determination was made for the same species, it was condensed into a single species-level assignment.

Axiom MiDAS made the correct species-level determination for 19 out of the 20 input species when challenged with the HM-276D set. For 16 of these, it was able to make a target-level prediction consistent with the correct strain used as the actual input. The species for which the software was unable to make the correct determination was Clostridium beijerinckii. For this strain, the species determination made by the software was either Clostridium diolis or Clostridium pasteurianum.

While 16S rRNA sequencing is not able to make strain-level descriptions, it was able to make species-level assignments for 18 of the 20 species in the sample. However, for a number of these, the most prevalent species detected from the input was not the species of interest. For example, while Clostridium beijerinckii was the species interrogated, the most prevalent species-level assignment in this genus was Clostridium saccharoperbutylacetonicum, which accounted for approximately 148,000 reads in the sample and represents 800-fold more reads than seen for Clostridium beijerinckii.

Since the actual composition of sample HM-276D is known, we assessed the true positive rate (TPR) as a measure of sensitivity and the positive predictive value (PPV) as a measure of the assay specificity, and compared these metrics to 16S rRNA sequencing species-level performance (Figure 3). The TPR and PPV are defined as follows:

\[
TPR = \frac{True \ Positives}{(True \ Positives + False \ Negatives)}
\]

\[
PPV = \frac{True \ Positives}{(True \ Positives + False \ Positives)}
\]

**Figure 5: Comparison of true positive rate (TPR) and positive predictive value (PPV) from Axiom™ MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing.** TPR and PPV were calculated using both Axiom MiDAS assignments of Axiom® Microbiome Array data using standard default filtering of data and unfiltered and filtered 16S rRNA sequencing reads at different levels of taxonomic resolution.
Axiom MiDAS and 16S rRNA-derived species-level assignments were analyzed with these two metrics. The 16S rRNA sequencing results were parsed as a function of read depth using two different conditions. In the first condition, all of the 16S rRNA reads were considered in the calculations. The second condition maximized the PPV calculation for 16S rRNA sequencing by filtering the data to only species-level assignments that were predicted by ≥186 reads. This threshold was the lowest read count that yielded a true positive call when compared to known truth. The comparison of species calls between Axiom MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing results filtered for ≥186 reads is rendered in Figure 4 with Interactive Tree of Life (iTOL) tools using taxonomic trees generated with PhyloT (http://phylot.biobyte.de/).

It is important to note that these comparisons are not static and can be affected by the use of different reference databases and analysis pipelines. In this analysis, both technologies performed well at capturing the expected species, and generally reflect similar proportions of species calls within genera. For example, the majority of distinct species calls fall within the *Streptococcus* and *Staphylococcus* genera for both Axiom MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing results, indicating both technologies give similar relative genus-level landscapes. In contrast, the number of unique species calls between Axiom MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing diverges to 3 and 32, respectively. These values, in addition to correct taxonomic assignments, were used in the TPR and PPV species-level assessments.

**Figure 4: Species taxonomic tree comparing Axiom™ MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing results.** Species calls associated with the sample input are denoted with an asterisks (*). Blue represents Axiom MiDAS and 16S rRNA sequencing matched calls, green represents Axiom MiDAS only calls, and tan represents 16S rRNA sequencing only calls.
Another feature distinguishing Axiom Microbiome Array from 16S rRNA sequencing is the ability to make plasmid-level target identification. For example, one component of the HM-276D panel is the *Bacillus cereus* strain NRS 248 (which corresponds to ATCC 10987). This ability to identify extra-chromosomal DNA is a distinct advantage as plasmids are often the DNA moiety harboring virulence elements or toxins, as is the case with the pXO1 and pXO2 plasmids in pathogenic *Bacillus anthracis* strains. Axiom MiDAS was able to make target-level assessments consistent with this strain input. Alternatively, the 16S rRNA sequencing methods and analysis used were able to make family- and genus-level determinations consistent with this input, but were not able to identify the correct species (Figure 5).

**Figure 5: Comparison of 16S rRNA sequencing and Axiom™ MiDAS descriptions from Bacillus cereus strain included in HM-276D.** For *Bacillus cereus* strain NRS 248 (ATCC 10987) 16S sequencing makes the correct family-level and genus-level determination, while Axiom™ Microbiome Array provides target-level information at both the chromosome and plasmid level consistent with the input strain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>% Reads Family-level</th>
<th>% Reads Genus-level</th>
<th>% Reads Species-level</th>
<th>Axiom™ MiDAS Target-level descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Bacillaceae</em></td>
<td><em>Bacillus cereus</em></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td><em>Bacillus cereus</em> ATCC 10987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A key goal of Axiom Microbiome Array was to develop a platform agnostic of sample type and composition, meaning that the composition of microbes in any sample could be interrogated using the same platform with no modifications to the sample preparation workflow. To this end, single genomes from different kingdoms represented on the array were tested, including that of a negative sense single-stranded (ss) RNA virus. Because the isothermal WGA step in the Axiom 2.0 assay workflow uses a DNA template, a reverse transcription (RT) reaction is required to generate cDNA as input to interrogate RNA genomes. The only modification from the standard RT assay is a two-hour rather than one-hour incubation at 42°C using Superscript® VILO (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Next, 17.5 µL of a standard 20 µL negative single-stranded RNA virus reaction was added to 2.5 µL of low-EDTA TE as an alternative input to gDNA for this specific application.

Figure 6 summarizes the Axiom MiDAS results of other single genomes tested with Axiom Microbiome Array. For these, 50 ng input was used for the following samples: *Methanobrevibacter smithii* (ATCC, 35061D-5), *Candida albicans* (ATCC, MYA2876D-5), and *Toxoplasma gondii* (BEI Resources, NR-33510). In addition, cDNA derived from 500 pg of RNA from *Respiratory syncytial virus A* (BEI Resources, NIAID, NIH: Genomic RNA from Human Respiratory Syncytial Virus, A1997/12-35, NR-43976) was also tested as input to the Axiom 2.0 assay workflow.
Figure 6: Summary of Axiom™ MiDAS output from single genome samples of non-bacterial kingdoms represented on Axiom® Microbiome Array. Summary data from Axiom MiDAS output from samples derived from the indicated species and source. Indicated are the number of Axiom MiDAS algorithm iterations run; the initial and conditional log composite likelihood scores used to determine the species identified; and the expected and detected probes. The family, species, and target descriptions generated by Axiom MiDAS are also displayed.

For these single genome samples, Axiom MiDAS provides target identification in the primary iteration that is consistent with all of the species tested. For two of the samples (Candida albicans and Human respiratory syncytial virus A), a subsequent iteration of the software identifies a target sequence that disagrees with the primary iteration at the strain level. When considering the results from later iterations of the algorithm, it is important to note that they have low conditional scores and therefore are contributing far less in terms of log likelihood for the overall sum of the predictions as compared to those of previous iterations.

Conclusion
Axiom Microbiome Array enables enumeration of organisms from all kingdoms or domains of life within a single assay by leveraging proven Axiom® technology. Analysis with user-friendly Axiom MiDAS follows a streamlined workflow that results in higher accuracy at the species level than 16S rRNA gene sequencing technology and provides additional information such as the presence of plasmids. While 16S rRNA sequencing can offer quantitative results, the method often suffers from a low positive identification value caused by a large number of false positives as well as missed calls. We suggest that for many microbiome-related applications the increased accuracy and robust workflow of Axiom Microbiome Solution represent a viable alternative to current sequencing-based methodologies.
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